Chris and Tara Borghese

Short Bio
Chris and Tara Borghese are the Co-Founders of The Marriage Revolution,
where they help married couples find the ultimate state of understanding,
connection, and intimacy. They have taught multiple marriage and
relationship courses over their 27 years of being married. But they always
felt like something was missing, the key ingredient for couples to actually
get the lasting transformation they were looking for. After sifting through
everything in the marriage space, they stumbled onto the answer in an
unlikely arena... the business world! Chris’s 25 years as a corporate
executive gave him the skillset to build teams and utilize difference
strengths on the team...there is NO greater team than the marriage
relationship!
Since discovering a Revolutionary system to having a healthy and happy
marriage, they are passionate about getting this into the hands of every
couple. Learning to understand your own gifts and personalities is key to
being able to complete your mate rather than compete with your mate.
They have successfully made the transition from Chris being a corporate
executive and Tara being a stay at home mom to working together as
entrepreneurs. They have been featured on Podcasts such as “The Five
Minute Bark, Joe Ortega, and StaceyC, The Power to Be Radio Program,

Topics:
● How Personalities Play Out In The Marriage Relationship
● Being Able To Communicate Effectively Will Get You Everything You
Want Out Of Life
● How To Navigate Conflict Instead Of Avoid It.
● How To Work Together And Still Want To Go To Bed Together At
Night
● Opposites Attract, Then We Attack...So, What’s The Solution?

Contact Information:
Zoom: Chris Borghese https://zoom.us/j/3151096056
Email: Hello@thechrisandtara.com

Social Media:
Facebook: The Marriage Revolution Group
Instagram: @themarriagerevolution
Website: www.themarriagerevolution.com

Long Bio
After experiencing a “bump in the road” in their marriage after 10 years,
Chris and Tara were on a full-court press to find answers and a different
way of doing marriage. The “love, respect, trust method is fine in theory
(they actually taught this) but what about the “how-to”?
A Revolution is defined as “an overthrow of a social order for a superior
system”. Chris and Tara have finally found this superior system that will
help ALL couples better manage conflict and communicate at a level they
never thought possible. It’s also a must for engaged couples to start out on
the “RIGHT” foot.
They have chosen to partner with Dr. Robert Rohm who is world-renowned
for training John Maxwell, Zig Ziglar and other leaders around the world.
With over 40 years of experience utilizing the DISC Model of Human
Behavior, they are bringing Dr. Rohm's curriculum to marriages. Chris and
Tara are carrying the torch by becoming certified in the DISC Model Of
Human Behavior to bring this unique, one of a kind teaching to married
couples.
Chris and Tara believe that every human is made in the image of God, yet
when we get married we try to change our spouse into our own image. This
doesn’t work for two reasons, one being, it’s impossible and the other
being, one of us would no longer be needed. We are usually attracted to our
opposite because they possess qualities that we need and are lacking.
Learning exactly how your mate is wired is the first step towards
understanding and greater intimacy.
When applied, this easy to implement training will bring a tangible
breakthrough in every marriage. Many marriages have experienced the

pain of patterns of poor communication, withdrawal, blame, anger, the
silent treatment, and the resolution that “this is a good as it’s going to get.''
The feelings of being hurt, offended, under-valued and not appreciated fall
by the wayside during their program. The lightbulb will switch on, and
couples often ask how they’ve lived without this information for so long.
This is why they are calling it a REVOLUTION.

